
Dear Sir or Madam,

We would like to submit a proposal for the temporarily usage of your overgrown courtyard between 
Hugenottenhaus and Fünffensterstrasse in Kassel. This forgotten place has the great potential to be 
transformed into a tiny but distinctive park within the centre of Kassel. Mrs.  

, is delighted about our thoughts and encouraged us to hand in an initial 
outline. Therefore we would like to introduce our ideas and ourselves to kindly ask you for a response.

atmos-raumlabor is an interdisciplinary network which aims to merge architecture, urban design 
and interaction design accompanied by critical thinking. Basically our method follows a three folded 
and iterative process: In the first step we precisely sense the quality of the actual place and identify 
surrounding communities. Secondly we introduce early ideas and seek public engagement. These 
approaches are followed by an ongoing critical discourse that involves relevant agents. The development 
of “Frame Park” is following this methodology.

Initial requests to the management of the  and the planning commission 
of Kassel encouraged us to propose our concept to you. Further we noticed that dOCUMENTA (13) is 
using the Hugenottenhaus to host a project by the artist Theaster Gates. We need your support and 
final approval in order to kick-off. At the same time we need to start raising funds. Therefore we are in 
the process of approaching cultural institutions, potential industrial partners and stakeholders who are 
willing to step in.

Above all we need your support and agreement to use your courtyard for the upcoming summer in order 
to start negotiating with third parties. We look forward to your reply and would be pleased to develop our 
concept together with you and the  in Kassel.

All the best,
Christian Berkes / Sascha Engelmann / Moritz Behrens

Proposal „Frame Park“

atmos-raumlabor 
FEBRUARY 29th 2012

atmos-raumlabor  Dipl. Ing. Christian Berkes   fon  +49 (0)176 600 23 123
Netzwerk für Wirklichkeit  Glogauer Str. 31   mail  c.berkes@atmos-raumlabor.de
Berlin / London / Kassel  10999 Berlin    web atmos-raumlabor.de
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the idea

By the end of May, before the opening of the dOCUMENTA (13) in Kassel, we would like to transform 
the courtyard into a space for contemplation and discussion. Every year the world’s largest exhibition 
of contemporary art attracts hundreds of thousand visitors to Kassel, turning the city into an exciting 
mixture where everyday life meets cosmopolitan flair. Our aim is to provide a place for spatial experience 
and reflection. This includes a platform for exploring important issues and challenges concerning our 
lifes in cities.

context and visibility

An already unique place is made 
visible by two small interventions: 
creating an entrance and providing
a perspective from a landscape of 
light-weight built footbridges.
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existing situation

Five billboards and the 
Hugenottenhaus are hiding and 
protecting the idyllic Courtyard 
near Hessenland Hotel. The small 
Park is situated in the middle of 
the documenta venues.

1) Frame Park
intervention site

2) Fridericianum
main venue of documenta

3) Karlsaue park
works in public space

4) Gloria Cinema
filmbased works
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a quiet incubator

Even in winter time this place 
spreads an unique atmosphere. 
Beneath its potential for an inner 
and outer experience of nature 
in the city it could become a 
wonderful place for small events. 
For atmos-raumlabor „Frame 
Park“ would be a place of refuge 
from city life and a place where 
interventions in Kassels urban 
landscape are organized.

structural intervention

Through two minimal interventions we would like to offer a new perspective on the surrounding 
city. The entrance to the park will be provided through an inconspicuous door in the billboards on 
Fünffensterstrasse. Entering the courtyard through this unexpected hole in the wall will open up a 
beautifully overgrown landscape. Following upon implemented timber footbridges the visitor will be 
guided through the courtyard on different levels. Visitors will be observers and participants at the same 
time by deploying tangible interfaces which augment the park in the digital space (twitter, facebook, 
foursquare etc.). This enables them to share their experiences in real time and give us the opportunity to 
visualize multiple layers in this open space.
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an open platform

Throughout the summer we further would like to provide an open platform for lectures, debates, 
workshops and performances. Our aim is to highlight and discuss important issues and challenges of 
the city, the political, social engagement and the digital-social space. We would like to encourage people 
to join, participate and engage with open spaces within cities in order to explore their potential for 
communities, stakeholders and property owners.

methodology

Our method allows an iterative 
processual development of 
„Frame Park“. In the first place 
we analize qualities, challenges 
and possibilities of the site. 
Based on the gained information 
we develop ideas and strategies 
in collaboration with local 
communities. These approaches 
are accompanied by an ongoing 
critical reflection. We would like to 
enable discussions wich arise from 
theoretical questions and practical 
insights.

(re-)searching discovering opening



key partners

cost structure revenue streams

key activities

key resources

value proposition customer relationships

channels

customer segments
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Hessenland Hotel, Kassel• 
planning commission • 
Kassel
documenta (13)• 
Bartlett School of • 
Architecture
local communities• 

value driven:

research & development• 
software and technology• 
design• 
purchasing materials• 
manufacturing• 
human resources• 
marketing• 

cultural funding• 
industrial sponsorship• 
catering• 
tickets• 
donations• 
crowdfunding• 

concept and design• 
planning & manufacturing• 
social networking• 
marketing and distribution• 
platform management• 
research & development • 
(interactive installation)
data analysis and • 
visualization

skills• 
knowledge• 
manufacturing• 
human resources• 
network• 

the city & the political in digital 
technology, social engagement:

two-sided:

discourse about • 
contemporary urban 
planning  
discourse about the city • 
and the political
engagement of • 
communities
knowledge transfer• 
discourse about privacy in • 
the digital age 
visitors need to share their • 
experiences with their 
digital social network
accessibility of social • 
networking and mobile 
technologies to all parts 
of society regardless of 
income or age
usability of digital • 
technology

workshops• 
talks / debates• 
networking events• 
data visualization, sharing• 
interactive installations• 
visitor engagement• 
playful human computer • 
interaction (HCI)
digital social platform• 

project partners• 
social media/networking• 
cultural institutions• 
crowdsourcing• 
documenta (13) • 

multi-sided platform:

documenta audience• 
hotel guests• 
local communities• 
neighbours • 
strollers and explorer • 

project canvas



Serpentine Gallery Pavilion, London 2011
Peter Zumthor

Framing - a wooden rectangle 
cloister is framing and highlighting 
flowers and plants. The temporarly 
built Serpentine Pavillions in the 
heart of Hyde Park in London 
attract many people each year. It 
became a place of contemplation 
and rest.

Prinzessinnengärten, Berlin 2009
Robert Shaw / Marco Clausen

Community - a previously 
abandoned site has been 
developed into a community 
garden. People come here to grow 
their food, discuss and initiate 
small events. They created one 
of the most exciting places in the 
center of Berlin.

High Line Park, New York 2009
James Corner Field Operations / Diller Scofidio + Renfo

Accessibility - with his 
photographs Joel Sternfeld 
brought the forgotten railway 
tracks back into New Yorks 
collective mind. An initiative then 
developed and realized plans to 
create an public park inspired by 
the overgrown tracks.
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